Indoor localization is of great importance in the era of mobile computing. Smartphone-based pedestrian tracking is essential to a wide range of applications in shopping malls, industries, office buildings, and other public places. Current mainstream solutions rely on radio fingerprints and/or inertial sensors to distinguish and track pedestrians. However, these methods suffer from considerable deployment efforts and large accumulative errors. In recent years, the increasing numbers of security surveillance cameras installed in public areas provide a fresh perspective to overcome these drawbacks. However, in the real dynamic environments, fusing camera-based and inertial sensors-based pedestrian tracking is non-trivial due to the low robustness of visual tracking, incorrespondence of identifications and high complexity of computation. This paper presents the design and implementation of iPAC, an integrated inertial sensor and camerabased indoor localization and tracking system that achieves high accuracy in dynamic indoor environments with zero human effort. iPAC designs a robust visual detection and tracking algorithm to differentiate and track pedestrians in dynamic environments. Furthermore, iPAC employs a motion sequence-based matching algorithm to fuse raw estimates from both systems. By doing so, iPAC outputs enhanced accuracy, while overcoming the respective drawbacks of each sub-system. We implement iPAC on commodity smartphones and validate its performance in complex environments (including a laboratory, a classroom building, and a office building). The result shows that iPAC achieves a remarkable detection success rate of 93% and tracking success rate of 95% even suffering from severe line-of-sight blockages.
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate indoor localization and tracking is the core technology that enables a wide variety of indoor based applications, such as customer navigation, augmented reality, and intelligent advertisements. The past decades have witnessed the fast development of numerous indoor localization and tracking techniques, including using wireless signal [1] - [4] , cameras [5] - [7] , Inertial measurement unit (IMU) [8] - [11] , etc. Among various approaches, Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR) realized by IMU has become one of the most popular solutions due to the prevalence of the smartphone. Generally speaking, PDR first samples IMU data from mobile devices, including triaxial acceleration, triaxial gyroscope, triaxial
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhibo Wang . magnetometer. Then, PDR calculates step length through accelerations, direction through the magnetometer, turning angle through gyroscope, and finally estimate the user's trajectory. However, PDR suffers from accumulative errors seriously, leading to non-negligible deviation [11] , [12] .
Nowadays, surveillance cameras are widely deployed in public areas, such as shopping malls, museums, galleries and so on [13] , [14] . Researchers have realized that these widely installed surveillance cameras could provide complementary advantages to conventional wireless localization and tracking in terms of both accuracy and start-up efforts [14] - [16] .
Intuitively, one can fuse the results of vision-based tracking and IMU-based localization to improve accuracy. However, translating this intuition into a practical system is non-trivial and faces three significant challenges: 1) Low robustness of visual tracking. Vision-based tracking itself could be frequently blocked and fail to locate targets. The frequent LOS blockages, change of light intensity, and low frame resolution will result in performance degradation in realistic indoor environments. 2) Incorrespondence of identifications. Vision-based approaches only give the pedestrian label in video frames, which cannot be directly associated with the user ID provided by PDR. However, the correspondence of identification is a prerequisite to integrate multimodal data. Existing works [13] solve this problem simply by trajectory matching, yet ignoring the inconsistent scale between the real environments and video frames. Thus, we also need to unify the pixel distance in videos and the distance in real scenarios. 3) High complexity of computation. Indoor localization and tracking systems put forward high requirements of real-time performance. However, the current deep learning-based pedestrian detection and tracking algorithm have high computational complexity, leading to the difficulty in meeting the real-time requirements even with good hardware support. To tackle the above challenges, in this paper, we propose iPAC, an integrated PDR and computer vision (CV) indoor localization and tracking system with zero human effort. To achieve robust detection and tracking, we design a detection algorithm based on dynamic background difference method as well as a tracking algorithm based on matching matrix, both of which have low computation complexity and can process 60 frames per second on most common commercial laptops. iPAC uses a visual method to detect pedestrians in real-time video and assigns each pedestrian a unique identifier, which is then tracked in successive video frames. To associate user identification and merge different data sources, we first design a matching method using the motion sequence, which can modify the matching result in time even when the matching error occurs. Then, iPAC calculates the scaling factor according to the real distance obtained by the PDR and the pixel distance in videos. Finally, the localization and tracking are completed with PDR and CV together.
We fully prototype iPAC on an Ubuntu server and commercial smartphones. Extensive experiments are conducted in complex indoor environments. We localize and track people for more than 24 hours. Evaluations demonstrate that iPAC reaches high precision on detecting and tracking, even under less than ideal conditions (blockage, low light intensity, etc).
The key contributions are summarized as follows:
• We design a real-time and robust pedestrian tracking system with the combination of surveillance cameras and PDR.
• We propose a motion sequence based algorithm to solve the problem of incorrespondence of identifications. Besides, considering the inconsistent scale between the real environments and video frames, we implement coalescing different data sources in the deep. • We present the design and implementation of iPAC on commercial servers and smartphones. As shown in Fig.1 , extensive evaluation shows that iPAC achieves better performance than the state-of-the-art works (iVR [13] , PHADE [14] , and KCF [17] ) in terms of accuracy, robustness and computational efficiency. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present an overview in Section II, followed by detailed presentation about visual detection and tracking in Section III and fusing PDR with computer vision in Section IV. We implement and evaluate iPAC in Section V. Finally, we review the start-ofthe-art in Section VI and conclude this work in Section VII. Fig.2 shows the workflow of iPAC, which mainly consists of three functional modules: visual detection and tracking, pedestrian dead reckoning, and fusion localization and tracking.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The visual detection and tracking module first collects successive video streams sent from surveillance cameras to the server in real-time. Second, pedestrian detection is accomplished based on the dynamic background difference method. Third, iPAC extracts user's features and matches them in sequential frames to realize matching-based tracking. According to the tracking results, iPAC calculates each user's motion sequence, which indicates whether the user is moving and what is the moving direction.
The pedestrian dead reckoning module uses real-time IMU data from the user's mobile device to estimate their motion state. We should note that since the PDR algorithm does not rely on high computing resources, it can run locally after acquiring IMU data. Then, the PDR results are uploaded to the server, where the motion state will be saved and composed as the user's motion sequence.
Before fusion localization and tracking, iPAC matches the user's motion sequence from PDR with the counterpart from videos in advance. Only if the matching is successful, iPAC starts fusion tracking. During the fusion tracking stage, iPAC uses the real-time trajectory generated by PDR to assist visual tracking when people are blocked by obstacles. Meanwhile, the visual tracking results can also help PDR to correct accumulated errors. In this way, iPAC fulfills localization and tracking and sends the result back to each user, which can be further used by various location-based applications such as indoor navigation and targeted advertisements.
III. VISUAL DETECTION AND TRACKING A. DYNAMIC BACKGROUND DIFFERENCE BASED DETECTION
For vision-based indoor localization and tracking, the traditional method resorting to machine learning is a bottleneck that restricts the system's real-time performance. In addition, we observe that the background of the environment monitored by surveillance cameras is almost unchanged. Based on this observation, we design a real-time pedestrian detection algorithm adopting dynamic background difference method.
The primary problem of the background difference method is how to extract the background image of the environment from successive videos. An intuitive solution is taking a background image without pedestrians as the reference background. However, this approach is not robust in real scenarios. For example, the light intensity changes with the time of the day, making the background difference method almost unusable. Also, if the background information changes such as moving a chair in the office, the background difference method will have obvious errors. That is to say, the background image should be updated every time the environment changes, which will improve labor costs absolutely.
To obtain the background image, we design a dynamic sliding window-based background update algorithm. The uploaded real-time video frames are successively added to the frame queue, and the frames in the queue are processed by the averaging method to obtain real-time background image. When the queue is full, the frame at the end of the queue is taken out. Assuming that the sliding window is 5 minutes, and the frame rate is 30 fps, then 9000 frames are processed during each sliding window. Although a real-time background image can be obtained based on this method, the computation complexity is extremely high if every frame is added to the queue to calculate the background image. Instead, iPAC leverages the following optimization: one frame is taken from the video and added to the queue every five seconds, and the background image is calculated at the same time. The basis of this optimization is that successive video frames cannot achieve much better background averaging result than video frames with short intervals. The above optimization makes the background update algorithm based on the sliding window fully meet the real-time requirements and greatly reduce the consumption of memory resources.
After acquiring the real-time background image, the background difference method can be used for pedestrian detection. The input of the algorithm is a real-time video frame, the output is a pedestrian sequence, and all the pedestrian information detected in video frames is stored in sequence. Fig.3 presents the main steps of the background difference algorithm, elaborated as follows:
1) Compare the current frame with the background image pixel by pixel, mark the pixel whose difference with background pixel exceeds the threshold. In this way, we extract the foreground image. 2) Erode and dilate the foreground image to eliminate noisy pixels to make the target more complete, avoiding missegmentation of the target into multiple parts. 3) Extract the contour of all targets, and eliminate the remaining noise interference. 
4)
Calculate the position and the size of the target, which is then added to the pedestrian sequence.
B. MATCHING MATRIX-BASED TRACKING
At present, the visual tracking method is mainly divided into two categories: deep learning [18] , [19] and correlation filter [17] , [20] , [21] . The deep learning-based tracking method sacrifices computational efficiency to pursue high accuracy.
In contrast, correlation filter-based tracking can ensure realtime performance, yet tracking failures or tracking chaos often occur especially in the case of multi-target tracking. Hence, instead of these two solutions, we seek to advance a visual tracking method with both strong robustness and high computational efficiency.
In section III-A, pedestrians have already detected using the background difference method, but there is no correlation between pedestrians in different frames. Accordingly, some distinguishable features of pedestrians should be extracted to match them in different frames, so that we can realize matching-based tracking.
1) FEATURE SELECTION
For visual technology, the pedestrian features that can be utilized are mainly the following: color features, texture features, point features, and facial features. Texture features and point features are generally not used to distinguish users, while facial features require appropriate angles and high image quality support. As a result, the feature most likely to be used for matching is the color feature, which can distinguish the user based on the appearance of their clothing. In this paper, we use the color histogram as the user feature for matching.
2) MATCHING METHOD
In most cases, the number of pedestrians in the current frame and the adjacent frame is equal and corresponding one to one. Based on this observation, the problem of multiple pedestrians matching in the successive frame is transformed to an allocation problem, and the optimal allocation is the matching result. Specifically, the matching matrix is constructed according to the pedestrian in the current frame and the pedestrian in the previous frame. As shown in the Fig.4 , the cost function in the matching matrix is the Bhattacharyya distance of the color histogram between the two pedestrians to be matched. The matching matrix can be solved by the Hungarian algorithm [22] .
3) ROBUST TRACKING
Although the above method can realize pedestrian matching between the current frame and the previous frame, there exists some limitations. For instance, if the detection method fails to detect the user in a certain frame because of interference or blocking, the tracking will be interrupted and the target will be lost when using the result based on the detection. To solve this problem, we design a sliding window-based matching method (Fig.5) , which push the detection result in a period to the queue, and match the current frame with all the frames in the queue, rather than only match two adjacent frames. The candidate with the most successful matches will be recognized as the same person. In that case, the tracking algorithm can overcome blocking interference in a short period, and the users can still be correctly identified instead of giving a new identity when they enter the monitoring range again after leaving the camera monitoring range for a while.
IV. FUSION DETECTION AND TRACKING
In recent years, the technique of estimating the user's motion posture and moving trajectory using the IMU of the mobile device is gradually maturing. Calculating the user trajectory by PDR algorithm can alleviate the defect of the IMU error accumulation. iPAC implements the PDR algorithm with the help of mobile device's 9-axis sensor. Specifically, iPAC first uses the sliding window based method to filter out noise in accelerometer readings. Second, the step detection method is designed according to the crest and the trough of the accelerometer magnitude. Third, the step length is estimated according to the time difference of the crest as well as the distance between the crest and the trough. For heading measurement, as users naturally hold mobile phones, the device heading generally aligns with walking directions, and we calculate the heading by compass with the gyroscope [11] , [23] .
The motion state of the user output by the PDR algorithm which will be uploaded to the server is a tuple: < t j , h t j , a t j , l t j , m i >, where t j is the timestamp, h t j is the direction at time t j , a t j indicates whether the user is moving or stationary, l t j is user's step length, and m i is the identifier of mobile device.
A. INITIALIZATION STAGE
The identifier of the mobile device uniquely represents the user's identity, while the pedestrian detected in the video cannot directly correspond to the user. Therefore, the identifier of the mobile device needs to be associated with the pedestrian in the video during the initialization stage, to enable one-to-one correspondence between the pedestrians in the video and the user who sent the PDR data. In the subsequent fusion tracking stage, the associated pedestrian contributes to accurate visual detection and tracking with the trajectory calculated by PDR.
The key of association is choosing some diacritical features to match the data calculated by PDR and visual tracking. Existing works [11] intuitively choose user's trajectory as the feature to merge different data sources, overlooking the inconsistency of pixel distance and physical distance. In this case, when using the pedestrian trajectory for matching, the PDR is used to obtain the real trajectory of the user, and the visual tracking is used to obtain the trajectory of the user in the video. The distance scale of the two trajectories in the two reference systems is inconsistent. Furthermore, the distance scale is difficult to acquire during the initialization stage. For this reason, it is not appropriate to use the trajectory of the pedestrian as the association feature.
Since the scale information is difficult to utilize during the initialization stage, we choose the user's motion sequence as the matching feature. According to the motion state tuple uploaded by the user, we can know the user's motion state s t j at a certain time t j . s t j tells whether the user is stationary or moving and what is the moving direction. We use the motion state over a period to construct a motion sequence {m i , s t 1 , s t 2 , ..., s t k }, where m i is the identifier of the mobile device. Meanwhile, motion sequences of pedestrian in the video are calculated by the results of visual tracking as illustrated in Fig.6 . Finally, iPAC compares the motion sequence to complete the matching. We should note that the consistency of the user direction and the counterpart in video frames is the prerequisite to match the motion sequence extracted from PDR and cameras. To solve this problem, we mark the north direction in the video through the camera pose. 
B. FUSION TRACKING STAGE
The fusion tracking stage mainly solves two major problems of visual tracking with the help of PDR data.
• The incorrect user identification of visual tracking, which mainly occurs when pedestrians are partly sheltered. For example, when the user's lower body is blocked by the table during the movement in an office, the current color feature differs from the previous counterpart of the same user, causing recognition errors. Similarly, when multiple pedestrians cross each other, the tracking algorithm may also fail to distinguish the correct user.
• Another limitation of the visual method is incontinuous tracking. When the tracked user is totally blocked by obstacles or leaves the monitoring scene for a while, the visual tracking algorithm will lose track of him/her and cannot keep up tracking. This implies that when the user reappears in the video frame, the visual tracking method is not able to identify him/her and may allocate a new identifier. Utilizing the trajectory calculated by PDR to assist visual tracking, we need to solve the problem of inconsistent scale between the physical distance and the pixel distance. From time t i to time t j , the user's real position can be calculated by (1) , where l n is the step length, and θ n is the heading orientation.
Now we can calculate the user's real displacement during the time D meter t i−>j , while user's pixel displacement D pixel t i−>j can be computed with the start position P t i and the end position P t j in the video. Then the scaling factor is obtained using D meter t i−>j /D pixel t i−>j , with which physical distance can be converted to pixel distance.
iPAC uses the tuple < m, p, c > to record user information, where m is the user's identifier, p is the user's position, and c is the user's color feature. Every time the server receives a motion state from a user, iPAC updates the tuple and checks the visual tracking result, where may appear three cases:
1) The user is detected in the frame, with the correct position information and color features, which indicates that the tracking is successful. Since the visual tracking accuracy is higher than PDR, iPAC uses the result of the visual tracking directly to update the user information tuple. 2) If the detection result shows the user leaving the monitoring range, iPAC will use PDR to continuously track the user and update the user information. When users return to the monitoring range, iPAC ensures that they can still be identified correctly and tracked continuously.
3)
The third case appears if the user does not leave the monitoring area, and is not detected correctly, which means the invalidation of the visual detection due to interference. As shown in Fig.7 , the user information tuple is used to mark the corresponding location in the video to indicate the user's possible position, so that iPAC keep tracking until the interference disappears or the user leaves the blocked area.
V. IMPLEMENTATIONS AND EVALUATION A. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY 1) EXPERIMENTAL SCENARIOS
We conduct extensive experiments in a laboratory, a classroom building and a whole floor of an office building. As shown in Fig.8 , these areas have different floor layouts and distinct user behavior patterns. In particular, there is a reasonable number of users in the laboratory most of the time; the classroom building is crowded or empty to different extents depending on the course schedule; while there are fewer obstacles in the office building with similar user behavior pattern.
The data collection details are summarized in Table 1 . We employ two different types of mobile devices (smartwatches and mobile phones) for data collection, including one XTC WATCH PHONE Z5, one XTC WATCH PHONE Z6, one Google Nexus 6p, one HUAWEI P10, and one Lenovo Phab2 Pro, which are equipped with different types of IMU sensors. 
2) EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The client-side of iPAC is implemented on the Android platform with all of the devices mentioned above. HIKIVISION-H100 with 480 × 340 pixels frame size is used as IP cameras to monitor the area continuously and send video streams to the server. In each experimental scenario, we deploy 3-6 surveillance cameras. The server we use is a Xiaomi Mi Notebook Air 13.3 with i5-8250U CPU of 2.3GHz main frequency and 8G RAM, running the Ubuntu 16.0.4 operating system.
3) COMPARATIVE METHODS
To extensively evaluate the performance of iPAC, we implement three different state-of-the-art approaches for comparison, which have been proposed to enhance the primary visual detection and tracking.
1) PHADE [14]: A tracking system that extracts human motion features from both video and IMU sensors to identify users. 2) iVR [13]: A fusion system that integrates vision, wireless signal, and mobile sensors through a particle filter to locate and track users.
3) KCF [17]:
A classical tracking algorithm that use kernel correlation filter to realize high accurate tracking. Our experiments with comparative systems include two parts: pedestrian detection and tracking performance. In the former part, we utilize the detection success rate of iPAC to compare with PHADE and iVR; In the latter part, we utilize the tracking success rate of iPAC to compare with PHADE, iVR, and KCF.
B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 1) PERFORMANCE COMPARISON Fig.9 depicts the performance of the proposed iPAC as well as iVR and PHADE in pedestrian detection in three different indoor environmental floors as illustrated in Fig.8 . As shown, iPAC achieves the best performance with the detection success rate of more than 93% in all areas, outperforming iVR by 3%, and PHADE by more than 6%. We observe that iPAC performs better than other systems especially in complex environments due to our robust detection algorithm. Furthermore, we evaluate the tracking performance of the iPAC in contrast with the other three. As illustrated in Fig.10 , the tracking success rate is 95%, 96%, 97% in the laboratory, the classroom building, and the office building respectively, surpassing iVR by 7%, PHADE and KCF by more than 15%. In a low-complexity environment, iPAC does not perform much better than the others, but it is significantly better in complex environments (e.g. Laboratory) thanks to the assistance of PDR.
We also meticulously compare iPAC with other systems in tracking error. Fig.11 shows that the average tracking accuracy of iPAC is 6px, outperforming iVR by 14.2%, PHADE by 30%, and KCF by 60%. The results demonstrate that iPAC achieves remarkable detection and tracking performance because of the robust and high accuracy algorithm based on fusion detection and tracking. 
2) IMPACT OF MULTIPLE PEDESTRIANS
Since different users may appear similar behavior patterns, which can cause association errors, we evaluate the impacts of multiple pedestrians. As shown in Fig.12 , iPAC achieves 99%, 95%, 93%, 91% association success rate for 2, 4, 6, 8 users respectively. The results indicate that the association success rate degrades as the number of users increases, because of the similar motion patterns of multiple pedestrians and the frequent occlusion. Nevertheless, we notice that the association success rate is still higher than PHADE by more than 7% when the number of users increases to 8.
The enhancement lies in the design of the corresponding algorithm in the initialization stage of fusion detection and tracking, where motion sequences are adopted to associates users with pedestrians in the video. Even if the association fails, it will be soon corrected according to the subsequent motion sequence.
3) TRAKING PERFORMANCE IN DIFFERENT AREAS
We further examine the tracking performance in three different experimental floors as illustrated in Fig.8 , including one laboratory, one classroom building, and one office building. Fig.13 shows the performance of iPAC in different areas. As seen, iPAC yields an average accuracy of 5px in the office, 6px in the classroom building, and 8px in the laboratory. The corresponding 95th percent tracking errors in the three areas are 18px, 25px, and 36px respectively. The results indicate that iPAC performs well regardless of the environmental difference. 
4) TRACKING ROBUSTNESS UNDER BLOCKAGE
We evaluate the robustness of iPAC by introducing visual noise. As shown in Fig.14, we introduce four different levels of noise. iPAC with low noise performs almost as well as the case without noise, and even with high noise (e.g. multiple pedestrian occlusion), iPAC's average tracking error is still less than 10px. Besides, we also measure the performance when the users are completely blocked, in which case iPAC predicts the user position in the video by PDR. As shown in Fig.7 . The average accuracy of iPAC under completely blockage still maintains 17px. The results indicate that even in the complex environments with severe occlusion, iPAC can track users with fusion tracking.
5) IMPACT OF FRAME PROCESSING RATE
Even though iPAC can achieve real-time performance (30fps) on most common commercial servers, we also measure the impact of frame processing rate of iPAC to estimate the performance in large-scale deployment. As illustrated in Fig.15 , the mean tracking error decreases from 18px to 9px and the standard deviation decreases from 8px to 3px when the frame processing rate increases from 5fps to 30fps. The results demonstrate that the lower rate will lead to larger tracking errors, but iPAC performs well enough even when the frame processing rate drops to 5fps. 
VI. RELATED WORK
In the past few decades, indoor localization has attracted many researchers and produced a lot of advanced research work. We briefly review the most related latest works in the following.
A. PEDESTRIAN DEAD RECKONING
Sensors in smartphones have been used to understand the status of users, such as activity and location. All the information needed for the detection of human movement is in the signals generated by the accelerometer, magnetometer and gyroscope. Godha and Lachapelle [24] propose a pedestrian navigation system that achieves reasonable accuracy in both indoor and outdoor environments by integrating GPS and IMU. Klingbeil and Wark [25] propose a Monte-Carlo-based localization system that uses the accelerometer for step event detection and magnetometer to track heading direction. SmartPDR [26] proposes a smartphone-based pedestrian dead reckoning solution that tracks users in anonymous buildings. However, inherent localization errors from low-cost noisy sensors and complicated human movements lead to the reduction of tracking accuracy. Therefore, only using the PDR algorithm based on IMU is inadequate to achieve highprecision localization and tracking.
B. VISUAL TRACKING
Tracking with computer vision technology reaches higher accuracy than PDR and wireless signals. Currently, deep learning based approaches and correlation filter based approaches are the mainstreams of pedestrian tracking. MOSSE [20] , KCF [17] , DSST [21] have achieved remarkable performance in target tracking based on correlation filter. Association-Based Tracking (ABT) [27] , [28] are also open issues in computer vision (even in machine learning) field. Although these relevant works achieve high accuracy in pedestrian tracking, they all rely on high frame rates to identify different pedestrians, which is a waste of network bandwidth and computational resources. What's even worse, they suffer from frequent LOS blockages in indoor environments, making tracking algorithms ineffective.
C. VISION-SENSOR FUSION
Several works have appeared utilizing the fusion of cameras and mobile sensors to fulfill a wide variety of applications. PHADE [14] relies on surveillance cameras to view the user's motion patterns and compare them with the motion state calculated from IMU sensors to identify each user. iVR [13] uses extended practical filter to fuse IMU, WiFi and video data to achieve high-precision localization and tracking. Gabriel [29] employs image capturing and mobile sensing to develop a cognitive assistance system. Argus [30] makes use of visual images to obtain extra position constraints for fingerprinting. ClickLoc [31] leverages sensor-enriched photos, enabling user localization with a single photo of the surrounding place of interest (POI). Compare with these prior works, iPAC leverages multimodal data fusion to track users and achieves better performance.
D. ID ASSOCIATION
A key contribution of iPAC is associating pedestrians in the video with the users. Some schemes use various techniques and devices for identification. ID-Match [32] uses both RFID tags worn by people and 3D depth camera to recognize and assign IDs to users. For these approaches, the identification resorts to external devices, which makes them infeasible for wide adoption. Insight [33] recognizes people through their motion patterns and clothing colors, which serve as temporary fingerprints for pedestrians. However, it can not be implemented into a real-time end-to-end system. In comparison, iPAC only requires the user's mobile device with no previous registration. Besides, iPAC is capable of running on most common commercial laptops in real-time.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present iPAC, a robust high-accuracy indoor localization system that integrates observations from pervasive surveillance cameras and mobile sensors. By fusing CV with the PDR, iPAC successfully overcomes their respective drawbacks and yield great performance that is not achievable by each sub-system. We implement iPAC on commodity mobile devices to validate its performance. Extensive experimental results show that iPAC achieves an overall tracking success rate of 95% in complex indoor environments.
